Vietnam - Economy Report Highlights

Key Activities – 2018/2019

**CELEBRATE METROLOGY DAYS**
- Vietnam Metrology Day: the contribution of metrological activities for enterprise competitiveness and international integration
- World Metrology Day: Discussion on “SI better now” SI applications in Vietnam

**ESTABLISH DECISION 996/QD-TTg**
- The national metrological program to improve the metrological capacity of Vietnam enterprises for competition and integration in a global market.

**NEW METROLOGICAL REGULATIONS**
- Implement Circular 07/2019/TT-BKHCN amending Circular 23/2013/TT-BKHCN expanded into more fields and industries such as Environmental protection, Geographical and geological survey etc.
- Final drafts on Circular stipulating metrological and quality requirements for gas-related businesses (LPG, LNG, CNG)

**PREPARE VIETNAM’S NATIONAL QUALITY INFRASTRUCTURE (NQI) FOR INDUSTRY 4.0**
- Develop strategies and plans to advance National Quality Infrastructure of Vietnam for better management and enterprise competitiveness in the wake of Industrial Revolution 4.0.

**IMPLEMENT DECISION 996/QD-TTg FOR METROLOGY INFRASTRUCTURE**
- Establish action plans by local authorities and ministries implement The national metrological program to improve National metrology infrastructure for Vietnam’s enterprise competitiveness and global market integration

**FUTURE FOCUS - 2020 & beyond**

**METROLOGICAL REGULATIONS INTO VARIOUS FIELDS**
- Metrological regulations in Circular 07/2019/TT-BKHCN expanded into more fields and industries such as Environmental protection, Geographical and geological survey, meteorological monitoring

**PRESENTER – Mr Diep**